LOS ANGELES — The great Righteous Brothers, Bobby Hatfield and Bill Medley, announced today that they are breaking up! Each has "different ideas about the future." Bill will concentrate on acting, music publishing and record production.

Bobby has retained the name "Righteous Brothers" and has found a new partner, Jimmy Walker (formerly drummer for the Knickerbockers).

Bill is already set to make his solo debut on March 5 at the Circle Star Theatre in San Carlos, California.

Hatfield's new partner was born in the Bronx, New York and, ironically enough, while he was a member of the Knickerbockers he told reporters that one of his favorite groups was the Righteous Brothers!

The BEAT takes this opportunity to wish both Bill Medley and Bobby Hatfield the best of luck in their independent careers. Both have given greatly to the world of music.
Pleasing All Of The People

Dear BEAT:

"Fabulous BEAT subscriptions?" "Action packed issues?" Thank you dear BEAT for brightening my drab day with your funny jokes. The BEAT has gotten to be about "fabulous" as a comic book and I haven't seen an "action packed" issue in 12 months.

As soon as you began publishing semi-monthly issues, The BEAT came down in quality and even quantity. Observe the January 13 issue for example. Out of 19 pages, six are FULL PAGE advertisements. The smaller advertisements add up to about two pages, leaving eight pages, or only about one-half of the paper which has anything readable in it.

My regrets to Louise Criscione and the rest of The BEAT staff. They had a good thing going once upon a time. Too bad a good thing can't last forever. As for renewing my subscription... I think the telephone book would provide more interesting reading.

Nancy Peterson

Tim Laughlin

Cleanliness Or Not

Dear BEAT:

My congratulations to Mary Kirby on her comment regarding filthy looking pop groups. Actually, her complaint is an understatement! The Beach Boys, Everly Brothers, Elvis Presley, T.B.B. Sandpipers, Trini Lopez, Roy Orbison, Jerry Lee Lewis, etc. all sport "longish" hair, however, they look "professional" and even neat.

Then look at the Canned Heat, the Turtles, Cream and the Doors! As Mary Kirby stated: "no wonder the Establishment is so down on pop groups."

And who started it all? The Stones, who else? You think I'm anti-pop music, right? Quite the contrary! I dig every artist I've mentioned, only they're giving pop music the bad name it has and not the spectators.

After two years of thoroughly enjoying every issue of BEAT, my subscription shall continue to bring it to my mail box. For my money, The BEAT is the readers and devotees of pop music what adrenaline is to the heart. I, for one, couldn't do without it.

Satisfied reader

That Is The Question

Dear BEAT:

How do you expect the beat to go on if the groups aren't looking good? We mean, how do you expect the adults to accept the younger generation if the groups keep getting sloppier! We don't mean all the groups, just some of the ones who don't have any pride in themselves.

We remember the first time we saw the Beatles, they were really looking good. But now when we look at some of the groups we wonder "what is the younger generation coming in," even though we're part of it.

We'd like to end this letter by asking: "Don't you care if the groups aren't look good." because we do and we know we're not alone.

Robert Shakespeare
Debbie Stickland

Association

Dear BEAT:

Please publish articles and pictures of my favorite group, the Association, and thank you for all the nice things you have written about them in past issues. I look forward to buying The BEAT at my newsstand when it has something about the Association.

Mary Catalano

Cryan' Shame

Dear BEAT:

I've waited as long as possible, but I can't stand it any longer. Why don't you ever print anything about the Cryan' Shames? They are Chicago's number one group! And you are Chicago's most aware newspaper. Why not get together?

At least you could feature "A Scratch In The Sky" in "Turning On." Please do an article on the Shames. I shall be camped on my mailbox waiting for The BEAT and the Cryan' Shames.

Sandi

Vanilla Fudge

Dear BEAT:

I have recently purchased the Vanilla Fudge album and I feel that they deserve an article, especially after their "superb" performance on the "Ed Sullivan Show." Watching them is like watching the Rascals when they first began.

In your January 27th issue, you only devoted 31 words and a fairly small picture to this group... and on the last page yet! Big deal! Well, in my opinion, a group of their caliber and unique ability of showmanship should be strongly considered as the subject of one of your future articles.

Terry Witter
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Miriam Makeba Sings For Watts Boutique

NEW YORK — Miriam Makeba's "Pata Pata" will provide the musical background for a top hit United States Information Agency film on a highly successful African boutique in Watts, California.

Filmed as a three minute news story for the weekly TV program "Washington Correspondent," the story will be televised to audiences in the Congo, Gabon, and the Ivory Coast.

Recently returned from an African concert tour, Miss Makeba said she was glad to cooperate with the U.S.I.A. "in bringing attention to the success and the creativity of my people."

Miss Makeba is a multi-talented singer, composer, comedienne and fashion designer (she has held shows of her own in New York), who has filled Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, and the Greek Theatre in Los Angeles.

She has been an outspoken opponent of the social system in her native South Africa, testifying before the United Nations Committee on Apartheid.

She sings in eleven languages and dialects, and has appeared at state functions for many independent African republics and played to packed houses in London, Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Bonn, Melbourne and Dublin.

Jim Nabors Wins

Jim Nabors' recording debut has paid off in a Gold Record. The Record Industry Association of America (RIAA) has certified that "Love Me With All Your Heart" has sold over one million records.

Charlatan Films Two

Charlatan Productions has signed by Verve-Forest Records to produce a three minute promotional film based on the recording "People World" by Jim and Jan. The production company headed Peter Gardner and Tom Rounds has also been set to produce a film for Paul Revere and the Raiders based on the record "Too Much Talk, Not Enough Action." This film will be shot in the ruins of the Guidini Castle in the Hollywood Hills and like "People World" it will be distributed for use on television throughout the United States and Canada.

BOBBY RYDELL just signed to exclusive Reprise contract.

THREE FOR HERB ALPERT

For a change, Herb Alpert has come up with another award. This time it's from Playboy Magazine. Alpert has won three awards in that magazine Jazz and Pop Poll which was based on ballots cast by the readers.

Alpert was the recipient of the best trumpet award, best instrumental combo for Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass and the best small combo album for "S.R.O." by Herb and his brass.

... how funny a certain attorney in the music business really is and how very sweet it is of us to say so in print ... the fact that lately Frank Walli has been getting more than his fellow Four Seasons ... Spanky and Our Gang coming off better than a certain heavily-promoted British group in a recent concert and wondering what will happen to summer touring plans if the nation's promoters hear the word ... why the Four Tops chose to record an oldie like "Walk Away Renee" when Motown has never had any trouble getting hits with originals ... whether or not we'll be hearing big things very shortly from the talented Robin Wilson ... who put the anchor on Lulu's "Best Of Both Worlds" and whether or not it's an indication that she won't be the star attraction people thought he'd be ... how "Green Tambourine" got to be number one in the nation ... why the Monkees have been keeping so still lately and whether or not they'll be back with us next season ... Johnny Tillotson giving the charts another try ... the member of a one-top rock group supposedly on his way to Maui to get married ... the fact that the Beatles are reportedly going to have another go at a television special all by themselves — despite what happened with "Magical Mystery Tour" — and wondering why they want to travel that bumply road again?
THE COWSILLS board plane at Kennedy Airport for their first European tour.

HERMAN'S HERMITS have a release date for "Mrs. Brown" film this spring.

On the Beat

BY LOUISE CRISCIONE

A nice break for a nice guy... Glen Campbell has been set as the summer replacement for "The Smothers Brothers Show." Glen must be a popular man with the Smothers because he'll make his third appearance on their weekly outing on March 3rd.

If all goes as planned, the Association will be making their motion picture debut in their own film (probably for Warner Bros./7 Arts) utilizing the best script, best director, best everything that's available to them. One thing is positively definite... it will NOT be the usual garbage of "singing group makes movie."

Ravi On Broadway

Ravi Shankar has come a long way from India... literally. Shankar will supervise the music for a new Broadway play, "The Guide," opening on February 26.

A bit of information on the Human Beinz, supplied by BEAT reader Dee Perkins of Ohio: First off, says Dee, the unique spelling of "Beinz" came about completely by accident. The record company misspelled the name on the label and the group decided to just keep it that way. The group numbers four: Mel Pachuta, 21, bass guitarist; Mike Talman, 20, drummer; Richard Belkay, 20, lead guitarist and singer; and Joe "Ting" Markulin, 21, rhythm guitarist. The group hails from Youngstown, Ohio, and, of course, have a giant hit with "Nobody But Me."

Accent On Youth

Someone somewhere has decided that youth can help boost Nielsen ratings. Consequently, Joey Heatherton and Frank Sinatra, Jr. will take over as the summer replacement for the "Dean Martin Show." Youth will form the basis for the hour-long weekly show with comedy, music and young talent heavily accentuated. Nice... for a change.

Sidney Poitier can now consider himself a success... he's having an album re-released! The album, originally titled "Poitier Meets Plato," features a background jazz score by Fred Katz. The LP was first released in 1964 but the feeling at WB/7 Arts is that now there is a much greater acceptance of this type of product by radio stations. New title will be "Sidney Poitier Journeys Inside The Mind" and, among other things, will have itself a new cover and a major promotion campaign.

Ryder All Over

Mitch Ryder is keeping himself busy with personal appearances these days. The month of March finds Mitch performing at the University of South Carolina (March 6); East Carolina University (March 13); University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 14); Salem Municipal Auditorium, Salem, Virginia (March 15); and Hampden Sydney College, Hampden Sydney, Virginia (March 16).

Beatle George Harrison met up with fellow Liverpudlian, Rita Tushingham, in an unlikely Bombay. Harrison was there recording sitar music for the film "Wonderwall" and Miss Tushingham was there shooting her film, "The Guru." The world's getting smaller.

Nilsson To Europe

Nilsson, a name you're sure to be hearing a lot about in months to come, has been booked for an April tour of England, France and Italy just off the strength of his "Pandemonium Shadow Show" album on RCA. A very talented young man... if he fails to make a really substantial dent in the music business, there is no justice.

Congratulations to Gary Lewis and his wife, Sara Jane Suzanna Lewis, on the birth of their first baby, a daughter (would you believe it... finally a daughter in the Lewis family?) in Monterey, California. Papa Gary is currently playing exclusively for Uncle Sam.

PROUD PAPA LEWIS
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MITCH RYDER (left) is shown above being presented with the Heart and Torch symbol of the American Heart Association by William F. Laporte, Chairman of the 1968 Heart Fund campaign. Named “Prince of Hearts,” Mitch will serve throughout the year as the Heart Association’s representative to America’s youth.

DEWEY MARTIN, one fifth of the Buffalo Springfield, and Jane Nelson, the former Miss United States, revealed they were secretly married. Drummer Martin and his bride were married on December 30th at the Little Brown Church in San Fernando Valley, California.

EDDIE KENDRICKS and his fellow Temptations have proven without a doubt that the Motown Sound is as hot as ever. Besides riding high in the charts with “I Wish It Would Rain,” they just grossed an impressive $113,450 for three nights of entertaining.

FROM NOW ON THE MONKEES will be flying first class. Along with such groups as the Doors, Jefferson Airplane and the Stones, the Monkees will be listed in the March, 1968 edition of Who’s Who in America. Quite an honor.
The Glory Stompers are taking over the town

take over the charts.
Better get yourself ready.
Shooting The Rascals

By Jacoba Atlas

Soundstages even at major motion picture studios tend to be barns. But when you rent one on Sunset Blvd, down the street from Columbia Pictures—you’re liable to get a real one. A barn, with a few improvements. Like padded ceilings for the sound, and keel, light找不到 around, and a telephone hook up. Other than that, it’s cold, drafty and empty sort of wierd.

Monday in Los Angeles was un-bearably cold for those of us unused to Eastern winters. It was something like 55 degrees out, and ice covered the ground in the morning. By late afternoon it was even colder. The Young Rascals, in town to do the Joey Bishop Show and to film a short promotion film with Charlton Productions, were scheduled to play that certain barn on Sunset Blvd. They had been filming all day in the Silverlake District, in that freezing cold weather, in the early hours of the morning, and now they were going to film in this barn. And they were about two hours late, according to two of their equipment managers.

These two young men had been waiting for the group with the equipment, in this cold, drafty barn. They had spent the time reading ads in the Free Press, a local underground newspaper with rather interesting classifieds. They told me, the Young Rascals were due any time now.

About a half an hour later, two other young men arrived, both with Charlton Production. Both went immediately to work, transforming this cold, drafty barn, into a cold, drafty soundstage. There was a great deal of discussion about where the key lights were going to be hung, and the color of the backdrop, and whether or not these particular soundstage would have any gels (colored transparent paper to put over the lights to change the color of the walls, etc.).

New Drummer

A few minutes later, the two owners of Charlton Productions, Tom Round and Peter Gardiner, walked in. They added to the discussion about lights, and as Tom went to set up their sound equipment, Peter walked to the drums, and after a quick question to the equipment managers as to whether Dino would mind his drums being played, the director of the film began to drum. He wasn’t bad. By this time it was so cold, you could barely move. Tom kept saying that as soon as the lights went on the place would warm up, but I had my doubts.

Then, in walked the Rascals, carrying beautifully colored shirts that they were going to change into later for the actual filming. Unbelievably cooperative, they stood in their spots while the shot was lit and retit for better exposure.

Almost immediately, Dino went to his drums and began drumming. I really don’t remember it stopping once, except for the actual rehearsal, when he drummed a special song that was to be filmed. Later Felix joined him on the electric organ, and they did a very funny sort of hokky-tonk rendition of the Spoonful’s “What A Day For A Daydream.”

If you’ve ever watched the filming of anything, you have some idea of how long it takes, even to get to the rehearsal stage. Although this was moving faster than most, possibly due to the youth of all the participants, it was at least two hours before a preliminary take was reached.

Felix told me how the Rascals themselves had shot a film in Puerto Rico. They had filmed the thing in only one day, with amateurs holding the camera. They had used the entire island as their backdrop, and although it had been a fun experience, none of the Rascals was holding out great hopes for the finished product. But after the editing was done, back in New York, they realized they had a good film. If not fantastic, film and decided to show it to the world on their visit to the Joey Bishop show.

Hot Sauce

Tacos were brought in now, and it seems that if you’re not from the Southwestern part of the United States tacos are a little outside your realm of eating. The hot sauce that usually belongs inside the taco, was left untouched until they had finished eating when one of them realized their mistake.

They were lip syncing this segment of the film, and no one was very happy about it. Eddie said that he only sings about with a lip sync when he likes the song, but Felix added that they all had to do lip sync. They’d rather do our songs live, even if they can’t sound exactly the way we do on records. It’s really cheating if you have a lip sync.

They had been out very early this morning chasing a large beach ball up and down the stairs in the Silverlake district. “It was bitter cold,” was the only comment I could get from them.

Peter added that everything went exceptionally well. “The people sort of looked out of their windows and said, ‘they’re filming a movie’ and then went back inside. I had given strict instructions to the Rascals that if the police came, everyone was supposed to act super funny. But they never came, and no one else seemed to care either.” There’s nothing like filming in jaded L.A.

By this time the lights were lit and the barn was warming up. The lights had changed position two or three times, and the Rascals had changed position on stage about the same amount. The gels which were to change color while still blocks were used didn’t seem to work. The camera was being moved in mock simulation of an actual take, “A two-shot through Eddie’s arm should show Felix,” “Come through here for a close-up of Gene,” Peter blocked out the takes.

They began filming about three hours after their arrival at the barn. Tom had his song recorded on a special tape recorder and the Rascals did an excellent job of pretending to sing. Tomorrow they were going to do something very different in the early hours of the morning when the frost will still be on the ground in the Greek Theatre. That would be the end of shooting for the group, at least on this particular film. The rest would be up to Peter in the editing room.

Someone asked if they wanted to see the Swami that evening. He is connected with the same sort of Meditation thing as the Maharishi Meheo Yogi. That seemed to be a good idea—all the Rascals agreed they wanted to see him.
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LIGHT SHOWS - ADVENTURE INTO EXPERIMENTAL LIVING

By Jacoba Atlas

There's a revolution happening, happening on all levels of society. From the streets to the museums people are talking about new trends, new ways of looking at themselves and their surroundings, and new ways of relating to what they see.

The impact is being felt from San Francisco to New York, and it isn't missing many cities in between. Rock music in its present form is an expression of this revolution. Poster art, pop art, op art, kinetic paintings and sculpture, experimental and underground films all reflect and shape what is happening in people's minds.

One of the most important and least discussed creative aspects of this revolution is the mixed media happening - the Light Show. Almost everyone now knows what a light show is, in its most simple and basic form. There seems to be a consensus of opinion that light shows are a necessary part of the rock and roll concert. Consequently, although young people have seen a light show, most have only seen the work of a few, creative artists. Light shows are few and far between.

It is significant to discuss the relative importance of Light Shows to today's society because of their rightful claim to be "the new expression of movement. Not that light shows themselves are new. The Brothers Lumiere in Paris at the turn of the century were working with the components of the present day light show. And the first color organ (an instrument that translates sound into color) was recorded on film at least as early as 1913. In other words, Andy Warhol with his Velvet Underground, Bill Graham with his Fillmore Auditorium and Chess Records, Al and Ballroom were not the originators of this current phenomenon. However, they were and are the catalysts that made the light show become standard "equipment" for any rock promoter.

Art Form

This popularization and commercialization of the light show has resulted in many difficulties, none the least of which is the fact that just because people are talking about art, films or the creative process have begun putting the worst of this new "art" back into the box.

The most difficult for many people to accept is that the light show is a useful tool for the Fillmore. It was there that Marshall McLuhan has helped a great deal to explain the importance of a light show. "Work is being done in the idea of the rock hall as a laboratory. Concepts are being worked out that are being placed in a central position in this media movement that is really happening now.

"Television is beginning to produce some of these efforts. I've seen some commercials that have been photographed in marvelous stop frame style. Things I'd run in the middle of my light show without being aesthetically embarrassed all the same.

"Kids are looking for a new way to relate to what's happening. And media has to do with doing with relating, so a light show has to do with relating, and new music has to do with relating. It's not experimental art anymore, it's experimental living.

Upwards, added by way of explanation "what happens when you go to a light show, you're an individual and the environment is happening around you. And you have to relate to an environment that's been set up for you. When you walk out of a light show you find yourself in a totally different environment and you're relating to it as it's set up around you."

Dan went on, "let me introduce some words to explain this. You cut down the environmental element which is your everyday environment, and you step into an instantaneous, non-sensuous environment. You have to relate to music, to other people and to the light show. You're also relating to your own unconscious.

Commercial Problems

One of the problems of doing a creative light show comes from the commercialism itself. Either they don't want to spend the money to do the things right, or they become scared by the possible reaction of the community. This is in no way to imply that light shows are subservient, immoral or otherwise detrimental to go on living. It just that promoters want to make money, and taking chances has never been a very popular endeavor for them.

Kerby explains, "To do a bad light show is very easy, I suppose they impress 12-year olds who have never been any better, or who have never closed their eyes. Also they impress people of commerce type people. That's why slides and other non-sensuous type visuals are the most available photographic of rock and roll people. And then you own purposes was with tension levels. You have an individual and you subject him to a certain amount of social stress, and if it exceeds a certain level, he breaks out.

"One of the implications of mixed media (McLuhan) is you re-educate the perceptual situation of at least the kids who are still receptive, you can train them to absorb more tension.

"One of the ways you can introduce that is to hit the person with a lot of visual images, sensory images, sound images. You can just saturate a person's perceptual capacity. One important thing is to have enough going at one time. To put one more item in per second than a person can absorb.

"Kerby, although he agreed in theory, that what Brudens was saying, disagreed in the practical application of that concept. "Who knows what people can take. They're making a light show for maybe 3,000 people. And everybody has a different tolerance, stress. I can imagine that all sounds really very great, I'm not putting the cat down who said that..." but I can imagine that all sounds really very great, I'm not putting the cat down who said that..." but I can imagine that all sounds really very great, I'm not putting the cat down who said that..."

Dive latter second the unfortunate theory by stating, "it's almost like light shows have become obligatory. It doesn't matter about the quality. If you are going to have a rock group then you have to have a light show. That's why there are so many bad ones around.

Dan began, "The Marshall McLuhan has helped a great deal to explain the importance of a light show. "Work is being done in the idea of the rock hall as a laboratory. Concepts are being worked out that are being placed in a central position in this media movement that is really happening now.

"Television is beginning to produce some of these efforts. I've seen some commercials that have been photographed in marvelous stop frame style. Things I'd run in the middle of my light show without being aesthetically embarrassed all the same.

"Kids are looking for a new way to relate to what's happening. And media has to do with doing with relating, so a light show has to do with relating, and new music has to do with relating. It's not experimental art anymore, it's experimental living.

"Another thing that's been over-worked is the strobe light. When they're all over they don't even work. They cancel each other out. It looks like you're walking into Acme Supermarket where all the fluorescent lights are just about to go and you think, my God, the top of my head is going to come off, and I have to get groceries. You have to control it.

Tension Levels

Dan sees the Light Show as part of a much greater whole. "And for his perceptual span, because everybody's is different.

"You could put in your room, a television, stereo, an FM radio, two other clock radios and your alarm clock, and put them all on at the same time and a lot of very strange things start to happen. You get shifts of sound and you begin to see things. And you begin to relate to everything you make any difference, who could say?"

But Dan does see a whole intellectual basis for the light show. "It's kind of an Oriental world view and metapysics. Having to do with becoming a part of your environment in many different levels. Relating and communicating without territorial considerations whether they be a wall or your mind."

Next time you go to a light show look at it critically. What is it creating? What is it bringing to you and from you? Colored lights and pretty movie pictures are not enough, are they?"
SPICE UP YOUR LIFE
Season with ....

THE TAMAS
THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS
THE CANDYMAN
INFLUENCE

EDEN'S CHILDREN ABC/S 624
THE TAMAS A LITTLE MORE SOUL ABC/S 627
CASHMAN, PISTILLI & WEST BOUND TO HAPPEN ABC/S 629
INFLUENCE ABS/S 630

ARThUR DREAMS & IMAGES LHI/S 12000+
JESSE JAMES 20TH CENTURY FOX 3197+
THE BUBBLE GUM MACHINE SENATE/S 21002+
THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS SPRINGBOARD DUNHILL D/S 50031

LADY NELSON & THE LORDS DUNHILL D/S 50028
3'S A CROWD CHRISTOPHER'S MOVIE MATINEE DUNHILL D/S 50030
THE CANDYMAN BRING YOU CANDYPOWER ABC/S 633
GABOR SZABO BOB THILE LIGHT MY FIRE IMPULSE A/S 9159

INTERNATIONAL SUBMARINE BAND LHI/S 12001+

* Distributed by ABC Records, Inc.
EARNING 'LETTERS'

The Lettermen are one of those groups easily classified as "perennial." Although months go by without a national hit single by the group, sooner or later they always bounce back with a top ten record.

Born in 1962, the group has gone far in all phases of the music business. They've played just about every college and every big club in America, have appeared on all the top television shows and have, throughout their career, managed to do the impossible — appeal to both adults and the young people.

Perhaps it is this which has caused the Lettermen to remain successful for six years. While the young are not sending a Lettermen single up the charts, the adults are packing the nightclubs to see them perform.

Individually, the Lettermen (Tony Burash, Jim Pike and Rob Engemann) had been great vocalists for some time, with Tony singing in a quartet and Jim and Bob singing with trios. Tony met Jim during a shift in one of the vocal groups and the two found that their voices blended extremely well together. Jim had previously met Bobby at Brigham Young University; the three got together in Los Angeles and this was born the Lettermen.

Contrary to most vocal groups, the Lettermen all have the same range and, therefore, are able to interchange their parts, singing the melody line, top or bottom. They feel another reason for their success is the fact that all do solos which makes for a more interesting show on stage. Throwing in comedy and vocal impressions as well as the ability to play instruments, the Lettermen have managed to surpass the title "group" and move onto the all-encompassing title of "entertainer."

HENSON CARGILL SKIPS A ROPE

Henson Cargill is his name and 1968 is his year. Or so it would seem if the giant success of "Skip A Rope" is any indication of things to come.

Born in Oklahoma City, Henson's early years gave no warning that he would end up at the top of the music charts. He went through grade and high school and then on to Colorado State University for two years. During this time his part-time occupations ran the gamut from truck driver to Deputy Sheriff.

His family background was one of law. His grandfather was the Mayor of Oklahoma City during the 1930's and at one time ran for Governor. His father was a lawyer and, in fact, both his father and grandfather formed a litigation practice that at one time was considered one of the tops in the field.

But for Henson it was a different story. Music was his bag. He lived it and wanted very much to make it big, though his main ambition was to earn enough money to buy a fairly-large ranch.

He began aiming at the music business while in college. He took over a local television show which kept him busy for a year, chalking it up as "musical education." When he felt he was ready he hit the nightclub circuit, covering most of the Western states (Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, California, New Mexico, Missouri and Arizona) and improving with experience.

For the country sound in music, there is no better place than Nashville... and so off Henson went. He knocked on an awfully lot of doors in the country capitol but no one was interested enough to answer.

Not one to be easily discouraged, Henson made another decision—he'd scrape together enough money to make his own record. He never quite made it, but he did make a tape and came back to Nashville to let some more people listen.

One of the men who listened was Don Law. Law told him the sound was fine but the material was too weak. However, he did arrange a recording session, the fruit of which was four songs. Henson then began re-making the rounds with the finished product. "I'm gonna get a record deal!" he called each producer he saw. The producers laughed but the combo kept coming back to Nashville until it was time to record their album in New York.

Monument Records not only bought the master but signed Henson to a contract. The master they purchased? "Skip A Rope." The rest of the story you know.
Music Industry Steals Show At KRLA’s “How I Won The War” Benefit

While the traditional Hollywood motion picture premier features scores of celluloid celebrities and all the film town trappings, the pop music colony stole the show at the Los Angeles premiere of Richard Lester's “How I Won The War” at the Fine Arts Theatre. Los Angeles pop music outlet KRLA sponsored the first night festivities as a benefit for the Los Angeles Free Clinic, Inc., on Sunday (28). Staging a two-hour live broadcast from the foyer of the theatre, KRLA program director Reb Foster and station disc jockeys hosted the cream of the pop music world while thousands of screaming teenagers cheered them on from behind hastily erected police and fire department barricades.

Among the top personalities and groups represented at the KRLA gala for the anti-war film starring John Lennon and Michael Crawford were the Bee Gees, who just the night before had grossed $562 thousand for KRLA in two shows at the Anaheim Convention Center.

ICE HOUSE GLendale
234 So. Brand Blvd. Reservations 245-5043

Feb. 13-25
TIM MORGAN
hero of Fink
Records back with song

with a great new act premiering with a new album

THE COLLAGE

ICE HOUSE PASADENA
24 No. Mentor Reservations 681-9942

Feb. 13-25
THE FIREnSIGN THEATRE

That "Radio Free Oz" gang in a weird comedy siren at The Pasadena Ice House. Featuring Peter Bergman, Phillip Austin, Phillip Proctor and David Ossman. An "in happening" and a comedy bonus act.

STEVE MARTIN & CLABE HANGAN
ALSO PLAYING

Gazzari's-ON-THE-STRIP

NOW HAPPENING: 9039 SUNSET BLVD. CR. 3-6606

1. Pacific Ocean
2. Churchill Downs
3. The Joint Effort
4. Adam
5. The Young Dept.

AMERICA'S BIGGEST
CUSTOM CAR SHOW
THE WESTERN NATIONALS
CUSTOM CAR SHOW AND TEEN MARDIGRAS

ATTENTION BANDS!!! (14-21 years)
★ Enter Larry Tremaine's Battle of the Bands for hundreds of dollars in prizes, free recording time and 3 foot trophies.

ALSO
★ Enter the Wild Go-Go Girl Contest
★ Enter the Miss Teen-A-America Queen Contest or the Mini Skirt Revue

CALL 934-5400

Wild Action Every Day and Night
★ Heavy Top Name Acts All 4 Days
★ 4 Acres of Futuristic, Experimental, Custom Cars
★ Outlaw Motorcycles, Funny Cars, Dune Buggies, Boats, and Feature Cars
★ George Barris' Movieland Motorcade Featuring "The Expo '67 Car"
★ World Record Holding "Drag Boats"
★ World Land Speed Record Holder Craig Breedlove's "Spirit II"
★ San Francisco Light Show and Free Drag Movies

ALL HAPPENING
GREAT WESTERN EXHIBIT CENTER
SANTA ANA FREEWAY AT ATLANTIC BLVD.

4 BIG DAYS
Feb. 22 - 1 p.m. to midnight
Feb. 23 - 6 p.m. to midnight
Feb. 24 & 25 - Noon to midnight

Call Larry Tremaine NOW at 934-5400
or National Custom Car Club Assn. at 341-7156
Save 50c on General Admission with this ad!

NOEL HARRISON takes a breather with MICHELLE of the Mamas and Papas and singer SCOTT MCKINZIE.

MARK LINDSAY of Paul Revere and the Raiders with TV columnist RONA BARRETT.
THERE'S A BLUES REVOLUTION!

ENGLAND'S GREATEST BLUES GROUP

JOHN MAYALL'S BLUESBREAKERS

Just released

JOHN MAYALL'S BLUES BREAKERS CRUSADE

PREVIOUSLY RELEASED JOHN MAYALL LP'S

1st AMERICAN APPEARANCE
Jan. 9th thru 21st
Cafe A Go Go
New York
Jan. 23rd
Grand Ballroom
Detroit
Jan. 26th thru 28th
Whiskey A Go Go
Los Angeles
Feb. 1st thru 3rd
Fillmore Auditorium
San Francisco
Feb. 8th thru 10th
Fillmore Auditorium
San Francisco

LONDON

AVAILABLE AT

Thriftly
CUT RATE DRUG STORES

COMING NEXT ISSUE...

ASSOCIATION

ARLO GUTHRIE

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

FRANKIE VALLI
Stateside Visit From The Bee Gees

BEE GEE ROBIN GIBB stands in front of a California palm tree outside of the Beverly Hills Hotel during his Stateside visit.

ROBIN AND BARRY glance over a program in the emptiness of the Anaheim Convention Center. Several days later, when the Bee Gees took to the stage, the auditorium was far from empty.

NEXT ON THE BEE GEES' itinerary was some time off to talk to BEAT reporter, Mike Masterson, in their suite at the hotel.
BONNIE & CLYDE
NOW SHOOTING ON WAX!

Now Available At:
MONTGOMERY WARD DEPARTMENT STORES

The KING Is Back
With Another Volume
Of Gold Records
The Rose Garden — On Spanning A Quarter Of A Century Together

Take five very talented and young singers... and some exceptional harmony... sprinkle in a tune titled "Next Plane To London"... and you have all the ingredients needed to create one of the most exciting new vocal groups in the country — The Rose Garden.

It was exactly those elements that skyrocketed the group and its first single record into the Top 10 of every major music survey in the country and, at the same time, established the Rose Garden as one of the most promising quintets to debut in some time.

Youthful Experience

The five (four boys and a girl) not only comprise one of the newest groups on the music scene, but one of the youngest as well. Three of the members are 18 or under, and the oldest is an "ancient" 22. Despite their youth, each of the five has had considerable experience in music and their entertainment careers total to almost a quarter-century.

Although the Rose Garden didn't officially make its debut until late 1967, when "Next Plane To London" was released, the nucleus of the group was formed nearly five years ago when Jim Groshong (leader of the group) and John Noren combined their lead and rhythm guitars to form a singing/instrumental duo. Less than two years later they added a drummer (Bruce Bowden); then guitarist Bill Fleming and, in its early 1967, vocalist Diana DeRose.

On The Way

By the Spring of 1967, the group had earned a reputation as one of the better vocal/instrumental quintets in the Los Angeles area. And, it wasn't long before Charlie Greene and Brian Stone, independent producers, approached them with "Next Plane To London." The rest, of course, is history. The Rose Garden recorded the tune, signed with A&M Records and by November, 1967, they were on their way.

Individually, the group lines up with Jim Groshong, leader and founder of the Rose Garden. A native of Santa Monica, California, Jim's entire background was in music and entertainment. His father sang with Freddy Martin's band; his mother was a singer and his great grandfather was also quite an "entertainer" — Lafitte the Pirate.

Jim attended high school in Southern California and then went on to Pierce College and the University of Oregon. In-between the schooling he had his own groups and eventually started the Rose Garden when he got together with John to play some college dates.

Musical Trunks

Bill Fleming, one of the younger members of the group at 18, was an accomplished pianist at 13, and by the time he was 15 he was also playing trumpet and guitar. Originally, his ambition was to be an attorney but music and the Rose Garden sidetracked him. A native of Hawthorne, California, Bill spends most of his time between engagements at an unusual avocation — kite flying.

Diana DeRose is the only female and only foreign member of the group. Born in Blackpool, England, Diana came to the United States early in 1964 with her mother and lives in California. Shortly after traveling West, the dark-hared guitarist landed several jobs at some of L.A.'s better known folk/rock clubs. It wasn't long before she was a regular on the late "Hootenanny Show," then after leaving the Hootenanny circuit she spent a few years with a group called the Holy Alliance before joining the Rose Garden. Now, along with Jim, Diana supplies the unusual harmony that has become a trademark of the group.

The Mechanic

John Noren is the co-founder of the Rose Garden. Music and the desire to be part of a successful and creative group, have always been his ambition. The youngest member of the five, John is also the most mechanically-minded. He spends most of his spare time tinkering with engines... taking them apart and then putting them back together.

Nearly every group has its easy-going member and as far as the Rose Garden is concerned, Bruce is it. Born in Minneapolis, Bruce is usually smiling no matter what happens.

CHAPPAAQUA

"Chappaqua" was meant to be a purge. Written, directed and produced by Conrad Rooks, the film served as therapy to keep the former alcoholic addict off liquor and drugs. Hooked at 14 on hard liquor, soaked with drugs at 19, Rooks underwent "cure" after "cure" to no avail. Finally, taking a sick cue in Switzerland, Rooks realized the futility of addiction. Realizing that he needed help in becoming part of the "strange" world, the 32 year old American began this film as a warning to young people and as a testimony to his own ordeal.

The film is spottily brilliant. Combining every imaginable style of film from the German Expressionism of the twenties to the modern clear cut documentary, Rooks has created a film that is moving, interesting and in many instances quite devastating.

Black and white and color, combine and flow into one another without separation. Images collide into one another creating a mental state of mind with crystal clarity. The truly incredible part of this film is that the imagery and hallucinations are perfectly understandable.

Rooks was aided in realizing his autobiographical film by such noted actors and personalities as Jean-Louis Barrault (director of Paris Theatre de France-Odeon), Allen Ginsberg, Ornette Coleman and the Fugs. His cameraman was experimental film maker Robert Frank, noted for his "Sins of Jesus" and "Pull My Daisy."

The music was written and directed by Ravi Shankar. Shankar combines rock and classical with the Indian sounds to heighten and underscore the subconscious action on the screen.

The picture is a must for anyone interested in films and in the new areas of film technique. It is a truly experimental film, both in execution and in content. Possibly one of its most important functions will be to break down barriers to the power of underground films.
LEONARD COHEN (Columbia) Leonard Cohen. This is the first album for a very talented Canadian poet. Prior to this album, Cohen's reputation rested mainly on his film scoring for "Nobody Waves Goodbye" and recordings of his material by other artists such as Judy Collins and Buffy Sainte-Marie.

Cohen's poetry is outstanding. The Boston Times honored the young Canadian by stating "James Joyce is alive and well in Montreal." Cohen's words are unbelievably beautiful, dealing with cryptic images that establish complicated meanings. His songs require close attention and careful interpretation.

Dealing with the familiar themes of loneliness, despair, and disillusionment, Cohen turns universal concepts into personal trials. Conversely, he is able to make his most obscure and personal poetry have deep meaning for everyone.

Perhaps the most moving cut on the album is "The Stranger Song," Unbelievable. It is impossible to describe the image and mood of this song. Using religious concepts and familiar happenings, Cohen conveys with unusual power the story of misplaced love. "It's true that all the men you knew were dealers/ who said they were through with dealing/ Everytime you gave them shelter."

One of his most poignant songs, which has also been recorded by Judy Collins is "Hey, That's No Way To Say Goodbye." Almost a prelude to "No Way To Say Goodbye" is the preceding cut, "So Long, Marianne." Together they create a beautiful image of compassionate love that most end in separation.

Another amazing aspect of this album is the music. Each melody underscores the mood of the words. The album's success is due to the music in "Master Song" emphasizing the meaning of Cohen's poetry, "I believe that you heard your master sing/ When I was sick in bed I suppose that you told him everything/ That I kept locked in my head."

"Sisters of Mercy" is set to an intricate melody heightening the allegorical meaning of the words. "Well they lay down beside me/ I made my confession to them. They touched both my eyes/ And I touched the dew on their hands. If you life is a leaf/ that the seasons/ tear off and condemn/ They will blind you with love/ That is graceful and green as a stream."

I think it is quite evident from the quotes re-printed here, that Leonard Cohen is an important poet who can only contribute to the growing significance of what is lumped into the general category of pop music. For those who worry about the word being replaced by sect sound, they need only to listen to Cohen's first album to gain heart.

Beat Poster Shop

A giant (22"x28") Calendar Poster in black, white and red.

Giant 22x28 Love Poster in Full Color

(a) Marathal (b) Drones (c) Hardwick (d) Dylan (e) The Who (f) Country Joe (g) Strawberries N' Cream (h) Love (i) Love

Send to: BEAT POSTER SHOP, 9000 Sunset, Suite 1000, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING POSTERS (JUST BY LETTER)...

1 ENCLOSE $1.75 plus .25 Handling for each*. 

Name...

Address...

City...

State...

Zip Code...

*California Residents Please include 5% Sales Tax

PLEASE SEND ME THE CALENDAR POSTER

1 ENCLOSE $1.75 plus .25 Handling for each.* 

NAME...

Address...

City...

State...

Zip Code...

*California Residents Please include 5% Sales Tax

THE GENUINE ARTICLE!

JBL BRINGS BACK THE MENDOSELSONIQUETTE CLUB OF BOSTON

YES, IT'S YOUR OWN FAVORITES "THE MENDOSELSON QUINTETTE CLUB OF BOSTON", yea yea...

AND... YOU lucky readers of this ad now have the opportunity to possess this priceless masterpiece. A possession like this insure love and a happy home. Through the courtesy of J. B. Lansing Sound, Inc., we offer you this poster of your idolized quintet group at an unbelievable price... NOT $3.00... NOT $3.50 just 25c... that's right ONLY...

GIANT SIZE 22" x 35" 25c

BARGAIN PRICE

NO ONE ELSE CAN COMPETE WITH THIS OFFER... COMPETITION ASTOUNDED!

Take advantage of this offer while it lasts... the demand is great. Fill in and mail this coupon now.

TRINI LOPEZ — re-signed with W7

CROOBY HAPPENING HITS!

ORDER NOW!!

Makes a wonderful gift

Advertised Nationally on

Television and Radio...

Kind Of A Drag - The Buckinghams
Cherry Cherry - Neil Diamond
Time - The Zombies
My Little Red Book - Love
Mary's Baby - Sam the Sham
Put It To The Chief - L. L. Jackson
Little Girl - Syndicate of Sound
Jenny Take A Ride - Marty & Del Wheels
See You In September - The Temptations
Davy's Home - Del & The Dominos
Why Do Fools Fall In Love - Frankie Lyman
Western Union - Five Americans
Sunny - Bobby Hebb
Dolphin - Loved Spontaneous
Good Lovin' - Young Rascals
I Got You Babe - Sonny & Cher
Pushin' Too Hard - The Seeds
Land Of 1000 Rances - Wilson Pickard
Tommy Girl - The Crystals
What Have I Got - Barry & The Dems
Bermuda - Four Seasons
Gee - The Crows
Maybe, Maybe
I Think We're Alone Now - T. James & Shondells

LEONARD COHEN...
AVAILABLE AT

Thrifty
CUT RATE DRUG STORES

AVAILABLE AT

Thrifty
CUT RATE DRUG STORES
BEAT WINTER SPECIAL
TWO for $4.00
GET A FRIEND TO SUBSCRIBE
PAY ONLY $2.00 EACH
Now you can send a free Beat Subscription to any serviceman in Viet Nam
(Send his name and address to Beat Publications)
Save $1.00 Each Off the Regular Subscription Price
A Big Savings of $4.50 Off the Newsstand Price
THIS OFFER FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
ACT NOW TO SAVE $ $ $

Mail to: BEAT PUBLICATIONS
9000 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90069

☐ NEW SUBSCRIPTION
We want BEAT for ☐ 1 year at $2.00 each ☐ 2 years at $3.50 each
Outside U.S. $9.00 per year each
Please print your name and address
My name is ................................................. My name is .................................................
City .......................................................... City ..........................................................
City .......................................................... City ..........................................................
State ......................................................... State .........................................................
Zip ........................................................... Zip ...........................................................
ENCLOSED IS $4.00 for 2 One Year Subscriptions
$7.00 for 2 Two Year Subscriptions
$18.00 for 2 Foreign Subscriptions
Payment is in ☐ cash ☐ check ☐ money order

--- CLASSIFIED ---

“Organized Confusion” is an experience.
The INTERSTATE 405
Hedges and Donna we love you!
Welcome back BB, DC5, HH.
Missed you. Your turn, Gerry.
Outlook is better than love
The PENNY ARCADE are tops in Cleveland, so is their lead singer ANDY HANGEL.
Carl — Your c’ill’s getting cold! Pete.
P. J. Proby, I’m with you.
Nick the Barber — I love you. I do, I do!

Jon Jon come home! Barb
Nui-Nui Tufano forever!!
Genius is spelled GREBB!
San Bernardino Pete: Did you get a ride? Love, Chris.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LINDA! WHO ELSE BUT THE FABULOUS VERNON.
BRAD HARRIS knows the KA JEFFRECK / ERCILCLAPTON / JIMHENDRIX / STEWEBWIN - WOOD / REALLY / SWING.
Maureen I love you — Poop.

Jeff Beck is beautiful, says Mary Hughes.
Pen Pals wanted from everywhere! Anyone from age 16 to 25 please write to Edith Eskridge c/o Beat Publications, 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
Aardvark Power.
Bob says Jack and Tom are groovy.
The Snooksta Banana shuts down the Bottles of Goodness.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GRAHAM NASH — Feb. 2nd.
SLEEP LEARNING self hypnosis. Details, strange catalog free! Narasumpho, Box 24 BT, Olympia, Washington.
NAZZ
Lorelle I love James “Pump” McCartney tooo00 Mary,

REACH COSMIC AWARENESS without drugs — help save mankind from destruction. Write for free booklet “Cosmic Awareness Speaks”, Servant of Awareness, Box 115E, Olympia, Washington.

Association Fan Club C. Adam c/o The Beat, 9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1000, Los Angeles, Calif.
Band X.
The Group is super-fab.
Love The Group.
The Group grooves.
MAGICAL MYSTERIOUS BEATLES RULE !!!!
“Hi, Brad, Ron”,
Happiness is sharing: daring and daring to crave its enjoyment.
Sherwood Ernie” Love you Madly “Raytown Bumps”.

“Keep U.N.C.L.E. on so it can turn you on!!! Write in.
Hear Onion Street.
A belated happy birthday to Kenny of For Days and Night.
The obsolescent Lampside, now.
Bands 14-21 years needed for TV show & Teen Center. Bookings call Larry Tremalin 934-5400.

THE BEAT will accept only personal messages in the classified section. We will print names but not addresses or phone numbers. We will also accept Fan Club addresses in care of The Beat.
Rates are cheap! Only 10 cents per word.
Your deadline for the next issue is: February 24, 1968.
The Righteous Brothers Call It Quits